
On music Growing up playing music, I got used to the direct way in
which music communicates, something that touches you or not. This
is something I always missed in visual arts, and probably the reason why
I started working with film, because it’s the most direct visual medium in
my opinion. When I was 19 I quit playing piano for a while, because I
didn’t like to play anymore. I picked it up several years later and enjoyed
it very much again. As a filmmaker, you don’t have a clear day routine,
if you draw you can always do something, but in filmmaking the results
and the process are slow. Playing piano gives me structure and
something practical to do. In “Number drie” I used my own piano
playing for the first time. I liked to work with it because my works are very
personal and in a way extractions of my own life. In playing the piano
myself I bring the personal approach to
a higher level. The visuals and the music
I collect for my films are decided by my
state of mind over a certain period. If an
atmosphere, a visual, something I see, or
music matches my mood, I use it in a
film. I’m looking specifically for very simple
things that capture the atmosphere
perfectly in one sentence or scene. By
using this intuitive way of looking, I try to
create a direct bridge between my ideas
and my work, without having to
rationalize anything. On locations The
locations I use are mostly places where I
hang out and that I like. It’s the same
with the people I work with. I don’t go
specifically looking for people or places,
but use the ones I like or that are
important to me. On romanticism The
classical world, and especially
romanticism, is a world I discovered when I was growing up. I played
mostly romantic composers, read novels by Jane Austin and Emily
Bronthe and really liked the pre-Raphaelites. Besides the style of
romanticism, which I really appreciate, it provided me with my own reality
that I could create myself and dream about. Therefore I’m not looking for
the exact details of the period nor do I see it nostalgic. I think most artists
have a way of finding their own reality and, in my case, it happened to
be romanticism. I’m sure that if I would have lived in that time I would
be just as miserable as now. On Ballet When I lived in St. Petersburg I
went to the theater a lot and watched mostly classical ballet. It goes
without saying that because of my romantic style preference, I was
fascinated by this. But more than that I was interested by the way dance

communicated, in my opinion it had the same directness as music. In
“Nummer twee” I used ballet for the first time and liked it a lot. In
“Nummer drie” I wanted to experiment more with that. I use dance as a
visual and in that sense I won’t continue with it, because I’m not
interested in the evolution of dance technique. Maybe I will use it in
future works again as a visual, or maybe not. On Inspiration The
inspiration for “Nummer drie” and “Nummer vier” came from the period
I was making them in. I eat out a lot and often take food away. The
waiters in these places fascinated me with their atmospheres. The
Chinese restaurant they’re standing in, is around the corner from my
house and one of my favorite take away places. I’m also fascinated
with the irreversibility of destruction, things that break and will never 

be the same. Like the tree falling in
“Nummer drie” or my falling in “Nummer
vier”. The lake in “Nummer vier” is at the
summer cottage of my girlfriend’s
parents in central Finland. I was there
once and I really liked the landscape. I
heard two people talking on the other
side of the lake and from the volume of
their voices it was as if they were standing
right next to me. Realizing that the sound
was carried remarkably by the shape of
the lake and the surface of the water, I
decided to record the piano scene there.
I don’t get inspired by fellow visual artists.
Mostly I get my inspiration from music and
everyday life. Chopin is my favorite
composer, I think he composed the
perfect atmospheric music. For me
atmosphere is the most important
element, because it reminds people of

something of their own, so in that sense it bridges a direct connection
between artist and audience. Sometimes film inspires me, but that’s mostly
when it’s about daily life so it’s the same, I enjoy going to the cinema a lot
though. I think video art is dreadfully boring most of the time. Bas Jan Ader,
like other artists, has never been a big source of inspiration, although I
really like his work and respect his way of leading his life. Humor has always
been a survival tool for me, and for that reason I like to use it in my work as
well. On training I use performances as an atmosphere. I’m not interested
in working with the body as a tool or whatever in any kind of way. On Works
Most of my works take about a year. It’s hard to say exactly, because most
of the time I use older ideas with new things that fall together in one work.
And usually works overlap one another. (GvdW)

"La mattina non riesco a svegliarmi, il pomeriggio sono annoiato, la
sera sono stanco, e la notte non posso dormire”. Questo l’incipit di
“Nummer twee”, film realizzato da Guido van der Werve (1977,
Papendrecht NL) due anni fa, a cui sono seguiti “Nummer drie”(2004)
e “Nummer vier”(2005). Piu’ che episodi distinti, questi film sono una
successione di ‘variazioni su tema’, dove avvenimenti ripresi dalla vita
stessa dell’artista ispirano la composizione di dettagliate scenografie di
oggetti e figure. L’effetto e’ quello di un tempo “congelato” in cui i
protagonisti sembrano proiettati in un’altra dimensione, astratta e
atemporale. Come nella serie “the Passions” di Bill Viola o nei lavori di
Aernout Mik la camera riprende paesaggi di corpi e volti per descrivere
emozioni basilari della vita umana -dolore, gioia, sorpresa, senso di
alienazione-, anche nei lavori di Guido siamo di fronte ad affreschi
emotivi di una simile intensita’ che si sviluppano attraverso una
sequenza di tableaux vivants. Quello che colpisce e’, pero’, il rigore
della composizione dei set e un’atmosfera surreale creata attraverso
accostamenti spesso assurdi. Penso, ad esempio, al gruppo di uomini
immobili ripreso nel ristorante cinese in “Nummer drie”, all’artista che
suona su una zattera sul lago in “Nummer vier”, o al coro con orchestra
che avanza su una piattaforma trainata da un rimorchiatore, sempre in
“Nummer vier”. In questi casi, il richiamo al lavoro del regista svedese
Roy Anderson e’ evidente. (Il canto corale nella metropolitana, lo spirito

quasi comico dell’incidente che occorre al mago, la composizione dei
personaggi nella scena del bar in “Songs from the second floor”(2000)
di Andersson, sembrano ispirare molte delle scene dei film di Guido).
Mentre in Andersson, pero’, tutti gli elementi presenti in scena sono
fortemente simbolici -il film fa riferimento alle atrocita’ della seconda
guerra mondiale, al ruolo dei gerarchi militari, cosi’ come del potere
religioso-, nei lavori di Guido questo simbolismo non fa parte delle
intenzioni dell’artista. Chopin e le ballerine di danza classica piu’ che
rimandare a storie ed eventi al di fuori dello schermo, sono elementi
attivi e concorrenti nella creazione di un’atmosfera che rispecchia e
parla del mondo privato dell’artista. L’ iconografia particolare e
alquanto inusuale scelta da Guido –la musica classica (Vivaldi, Corelli,
Chopin), la danza e un certo gusto per la messa in scena- sono
piuttosto il segno di una tendenza alla “poeticizzazione”, che trasfigura
completamente qualsiasi riferimento alla contemporaneita’. Il risultato
sembra rivelare una certa attitudine sentimentale dell’artista e una sorta
di spaesamento verso la realta’ concreta, tipici di uno spirito romantico-
esistenzialista.
Interpretare il lavoro di Guido in chiave nostalgica e neo-romantica
sarebbe pero’ un errore. In questo mondo fantastico e ‘dorato’ in cui
scivoliamo guardando i suoi film, c’e’ infatti una potente stonatura,
rappresentata dall’azione della caduta, costante in tutti e tre i film. Questo

elemento quasi “metafisico”, che ha fatto accomunare presto il lavoro di
Guido a quello di Bas Jan Ader, (artista olandese autore di una serie di
note cadute -“Fall I, Amsterdam” 1970, “Fall II, Los Angeles” 1970, “Broken 
fall (organic)”1971, “Untitled (Swedish fall)”1971), serve a mescolare
nuovamente gli elementi presenti in scena. Arresta bruscamente la
narrazione e rimette in gioco altre possibilita’ di sensi. Mentre da un lato,
infatti, contribuisce ad accentuare certe note esistenzialiste del lavoro di
Guido -cadere come perdita dell’equilibrio, di gravita’, della misura e’
espressione di una condizione esistenziale, spesso di fallimento (B.J.Ader
dice a proposito delle sue cadute: “because gravity overpowers me”.
Ancora: “The fall represent failure and is linked to my fascination with
tragedy”). Dall’altro, per come viene realizzata sulla scena, fornisce a ogni
singolo lavoro un ritmo e una ragione per evitare i toni di un
sentimentalismo languido. In tutti i casi, infatti, l’atto della caduta e’ inserito
nel racconto con un umorismo inaspettato. Basti pensare al corpo da
ballo che esce dall’autombulanza mentre l’artista giace ancora riverso
sulla strada in “Nummer twee”.
Il sentimento di romanticismo suscitato dal coro passato giusto prima
del tuffo accidentale, o a cui forse c’eravamo lasciati andare durante
il notturno ballato dalla ballerina, e’ interrotto. E siamo obbligati a
ripensare che cosa che c’e’ dietro le note e le forme classiche appena
passate sullo schermo. (AS)

"In the morning I can’t wake up, in the afternoon I’m bored, in the evening I’m
tired and at night I can’t sleep”. This is the beginning of “Nummer twee”, a
film by Guido van der Werve (1977, Papendrecht NL) from two years ago, to
be followed soon after by “Nummer drie”(2004) and “Nummer vier”(2005).
More than distinct and separate episodes, these films are a succession of
‘theme variations’, in which the events that are filmed in the life of the artist
inspire the composition of a detailed scenography of figures and objects.
The effect is that of “frozen” time in which the characters seem to be projected
into another dimension, abstract and atemporal. As in “the Passions”series by
Bill Viola or in the works of Aernout Mik the camera films landscapes of faces
and bodies to reveal basic emotions of human life –pain, joy, surprise, the
sense of alienation-, in Guido’s works as well we find ourselves faced with
emotional paintings of a similar intensity composed in a sequence of
tableaux vivants. What is striking is, however, the formal composition of the
sets and the surreal effect created by unlikely combinations. I think of, for
instance, the men standing in a take-out restaurant filmed with a fixed distant
gaze in “Nummer drie”, of the artist playing Chopin's Nocturne on a raft on
the lake in “Nummer vier”, or of a chorus with an orchestra moving along on
top of a platform pulled by a tugboat, also in “Nummer vier”. These elements
seem to definitely recall the works by the Swedish director Roy Andersson.
(The choral song in the metro, the almost comical spirit of the incident that

happens to the magician, the compositions of the characters in the scene
at the bar in “Songs from the second floor”(2000) di Andersson, strongly recall
many scenes from Guido’s films). While in Andersson’s films, however, all of
the elements present in a given scene are strongly symbolic (the films
reference the atrocities of World War II, the role of the military hierarchy and
religious power), in Guido’s work this symbolism isn’t part of the artist’s
intentions. Chopin and the dancers, more than referencing stories and
events besides those on screen, are active and competing elements in the
creation of an atmosphere that reflects and speaks of the private world of
the artist. The specific and unusual iconography chosen by Guido –classical
music (Vivaldi, Corelli, Chopin), dance and a certain mis en scene- is rather
a sign of the tendency of “poeticism”, that completely transforms any
reference to contemporaneity. The resulting atmosphere seems to reveal a
certain sentimental attitude of the artist and a kind of disorientation towards
reality, typical of a romantic, existentialist spirit.
To interpret the work of Guido in a nostalgic and neo-romantic manner
would be, however, an error. In this fantastic and ‘golden’ world in which we
seem to slip and slide there is, in fact, a powerful off-key element, represented
by the fallen, constant throughout his three films. This almost “metaphysic”
element, that has in fact associated Guido’s work early on to that of Bas Jan
Ader, (Dutch artist, author of a series of well-known falls -“Fall I, Amsterdam”

1970,“Fall II, Los Angeles”1970,“Broken fall (organic)”1971,“Untitled (Swedish
fall)”1971), serves to combine the elements present in the scene. The act of
falling abruptly stops the narration that happens in the film and generates
other possibilities of meaning. While on the one hand, in fact, it contributes
and accentuates certain existentialist notes of Guido’s work –to fall in the
sense of losing balance, gravity, measure, expressing an existing condition,
often of failure (“because gravity overpowers me”, B.J.Ader says about his
falls. Again: “The fall represents failure and is linked to my fascination with
tragedy”). On the other hand, considering the way in which it is constructed
in the scene, it provides for each individual work a rhythm and a reason to
avoid tones of languid sentimentalism. In all cases, in fact, the act of falling is
inserted into the story with unexpected humor. Just think of the dancing body
that emerges from the ambulance while the artist continues to lie on the
road in “Nummer twee”.
The sentiment of romanticism,evoked by the chorus singing on the platform on
the water, or which, perhaps, we experience during the ballet of the ballerina
in the park at night, is interrupted.We
are therefore obligated to rethink the
world that is behind the notes and
the classic forms that have just
passed before us on the screen. (AS)
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